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During the last decade, the Information Technology ecosystem has been significantly revolutionized
by the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) and its pervasive and quick evolution. It involves billions
of interconnected devices denoted as “Smart Objects” able to generate and consume a massive amount
of heterogenous data through a multitude of different protocols, technologies, application scenarios
and use cases.

The new communication and cyber–physical interaction paradigms (e.g., associated with Digital
Twin technologies [1]) together with the massive amount of information being created by the IoT has the
power to revolutionize everything from Industry, Smart Cities and Healthcare, allowing them to work
more efficiently and profitably, and creating a new class of services and applications. In this challenging
context and ecosystem, multiple technologies and research fields emerge as new fundamental pillars
for the next generation of IoT developments and innovations.

On one hand, for example, Fog [2] and Edge Computing [3] paradigms started moving services
and resources (e.g., storage, processing and networking features) from a centralized vision to the very
edge of the network and at the same time, with software-driven networking and microservices-oriented
architectures, the operative functionalities are broken down into small, modular, independently
deployable and loosely-coupled cooperating functionalities and microelements. This trend is also
confirmed and augmented by the next IoT-oriented revolution brought by 5G networks and Multi-Access
Edge Computing (MEC) architectures [4].

On the other hand, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence revolutionized, and transformed,
IoT [5] research by introducing new advanced possibilities and features by giving to existing and
new applications the power to learn and understand from heterogenous information and datasets.
Intelligent IoT grew up as the research field merging multiple technologies and skills to support and
create cognitive systems able to automatically understand the operational context, adapt, reason and
act in real-time according to changes, external inputs or to reach defined goals. The massive volumes
of information being created by the IoT has the power to feed new IoT cognitive systems (both in
the Cloud and at the Edge) and augment their capabilities to understand the context, discover new
behaviors and operate more efficiently and profitably.

These trends and research fields exemplify how interdisciplinary approaches may easily lead
to new knowledge, innovative solutions and an effective integration between Internet of Things
and different research ecosystems in order to build the new generation of intelligent cyber–physical
IoT systems.

The open access journal IoT started targeting these strategic and fundamental topics and, together
with an excellent editorial team, my belief is that this new journal will find its specific and remarkable
space in the field of Internet of Things. This journal aims to build the interdisciplinary bridge between
the multiple natures and peculiarities of the Internet of Things, combined in one journal with the
contributions coming from the academic and the industrial research communities.
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This challenging goal will be possible only with the support of every member of our editorial
board together with the strategic effort of the editorial support office. The best achievement of the
journal will be to become a solid and inspiring reference for the heterogenous IoT community and we
highly motivate the authors to submit their contributions in order also to benefit from the effectiveness
of the open access spirit to reach a wider audience of researchers, service developers and IoT innovators.
We strongly invite researchers in academia and in industry to submit their original contributions
and high-quality manuscripts, as well as comprehensive review papers, but also to contribute to this
emerging scientific community to innovative IoT technologies and services.
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